and relations. With help from 38 reviewers, we selected 6 papers for publication out of the 17 submissions.
The first paper Efficiently Mining δ-tolerance Close Frequent Subgraphs, by Takigawa and Mamitsuka focuses on an important aspect of current research on Pattern Mining in Graphs-the identification of problem abstractions that allow efficient discovery by reducing the number of relevant patterns in a reasonable way. The authors consider a parameterized problem setting where the parameter δ allows to continually blend the problem characteristics from closed frequent subgraphs to maximal frequent subgraphs. They propose a novel algorithm for this setting based on the idea of reverse search, which while maintaining the completeness of enumeration still allows for better pruning. As shown in the experiments, the parameter is effective at controlling the size of the output set, and the resulting algorithm allows discovery to be performed on real-world databases.
In their paper Multi-way Set Enumeration with Weight Tensors, Georgii et al. consider the problem of mining associations relating multiple types of instances, which are often represented by multi-way arrays or tensors. Examples of such data could include sales figures of a company based on the products, region, and time of the year. They generalize the notion of frequent item sets to n-sets and propose an enumerative mining algorithm for these patterns. These n-set patterns provide a higher-level view of the data, revealing associative relationships between groups of instances. They also show that their algorithm can tolerate missing observations to a certain degree and also take association weights into account.
Next, although many networks are naturally evolving over time, much of the past work in modeling graphs has focused on analyzing the structure of static graphs (i.e., with a fixed set of nodes and edges). Yang et al., in their paper Detecting Communities and Their Evolutions in Dynamic Social Networks-A Bayesian Approach, move beyond the assumption of static data and explicitly consider modeling a series of snapshot graphs which evolve over time. To reason about the evolution of communities in these snapshots, they develop a dynamic stochastic blockmodel with both online and offline methods for inference. The strength of the approach is that it explicitly models transitions in community memberships over time, within a Bayesian probabilistic model. The authors demonstrate the performance of the model on both synthetic and real world network datasets.
The learning of trust and distrust is a crucial aspect of social interaction among autonomous, mentally-opaque, networks of agents. The issue of trust learning, based on past observations and context information, is addressed in the paper Statistical Relational Learning of Trust by Rettinger et al. They show how to implement and learn context-sensitive trust using statistical relational learning in form of a Dirichlet process mixture model called Infinite Hidden Relational Trust Model (IHRTM). They demonstrate the effectiveness of their technique on user-ratings gathered from eBay.
Topic models of texts have been a major research direction in machine learning, and linkbased ranking a major success story in information retrieval in the web. The paper Topic Level Expertise Search over Heterogeneous Networks by Tang et al. combines the two into a machine learning project that "works", in the words of one of the reviewers. State-of-the-art ideas are used to model jointly the contents and citations, and random walk at the topic level is used to do the ranking. The model is used in a working system for searching for experts and for citation influence studies.
Finally, a central issue in artificial intelligence is how to develop agents that learn and act in complex environments. Unfortunately, realistic environments are hard to model because they feature a variable number of objects, complex relations between them, and nondeterministic transition behavior. In this case, standard probabilistic sequence models may not be effective in capturing the relational complexity. On the other hand, statistical relational learning techniques might be too inefficient to cope with complex sequential data.
In the paper Stochastic relational processes: Efficient inference and applications Thon et al. introduce a simple model that occupies an intermediate position in this expressiveness/efficiency trade-off. It is based on CP-logic (Causal Probabilistic Logic), an expressive probabilistic logic for modeling causality. However, by specializing CP-logic to represent a probability distribution over sequences of relational state descriptions and employing a Markov assumption, inference and learning become more tractable and effective.
These six papers represent the breadth and diversity of work that focuses on mining and learning with graphs. The common themes include (1) a tradeoff between representation complexity and algorithmic efficiency, and (2) a focus on developing mining and learning algorithms for realistic real-world environments.
